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The Intergenerational Multi-Skill
String Project
In 2013 the ANU Music Engagement Program (MEP) initiated a practical instrumental project in
music and skill sharing called the MEP String Project. The project was made possible via a fellowship from the ANU that built on the regular funding from the ACT Government that supports the
on-going activities of the MEP.
The project consisted of two elements designed to maximise the advantages inherent in the long-term relationHow might enjoyment and ship between the MEP's two principal stake-holders:
its long-term funder, the ACT Government, through
on-going participation be
artsACT, and its host institution, the ANU. For artsACT,
encouraged by and within the principal element involved the exploration of multian intergenerational, multi- skilled, intergenerational string playing based on the
skill level string ensemble? MEP's practical and philosophical model known as the
Music Outreach Principle. This element ensured that the
MEP stayed true to both its principles and the Government's innovative and developing arts policy.
For the ANU, the principal element involved the establishment of community engagement as applied research for undergraduate students from across the university. This element was important
both in terms of highlighting and expanding the research potential of the MEP while also matching
the new brief of the ANU School of Music to provide broad-based music units that would be suitable and attractive for both music majors and non-music majors across the university. It also stayed
true to the MEP's principal goal for its funding provider by involving the student population of the
ANU in outreach to its local community.
From the artsACT perspective, the principal question relating to this project was 'How might enjoyment and on-going participation be encouraged by and within an intergenerational, multi-skill
level string ensemble.' From the ANU perspective, the principal question posed was, 'How might
undergraduate music programs contribute to activity-led, community-based research outcomes
while forwarding the professional development of students from various disciplines?'

Relationship to ACT Arts Policy
Unlike many government arts policies, the ACT policy has
as its first principle, to ‘Facilitate community participation
in and access to the arts’. Its second principle is to ‘Support
artistic excellence and artistic diversity’. The policy is noteworthy not only for placing community participation first,
before the concept of excellence, but also for the way in
which it links the idea of excellence with diversity.
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'How might undergraduate
music programs contribute
to activity-led, communitybased research outcomes?'

The MEP String Project, as part of the MEP's overall philosophical position, was designed to embrace the first principle addressed in this policy through the encouragement of community participation in a way that enables maximum access, but it also explores the second principle: in particular, within a community participation model, what are the diverse ways in which excellence might
manifest? The MEP does not subscribe to the general principle implicit in much music education
and engagement programs that 'facilitation of community participation' results in a reduction in
'artistic excellence.'

Design Features of the Music Engagement Program (MEP)
The philosophy and practice of the MEP is explored in detail elsewhere (see URL: http://musicengagementprogram.org/resources/research-and-resources/ ). In summary, the principal design
features influencing the string project were:
t 5IF.VTJD0VUSFBDI1SJODJQMFBTPDJBM OPUBNVTJDBM JOUFOU
t "GPDVTPOUIFBMUSVJTUJDTIBSJOHPGNVTJDNBLJOH
t 5IFJNQPSUBODFPGQSPWJEJOHBOEBMMPXJOHJOEJWJEVBMDIPJDF
t *ODSFBTJOHJODMVTJWJUZBOESFNPWBMPGKVEHNFOUBOE
t 5IFEFWFMPQNFOUPGBOBMUFSOBUJWFNPEFMPGUIFhFYQFSUh
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Description of the String Project
The original aim of the String Project was to create two groups of intergenerational, multi-skilled
WBSJPVTMZTLJMMFEWPMVOUFFST QBSUJDVMBSMZGBNJMZHSPVQT JOUFSFTUFEJOQMBZJOHJOBTUSJOHFOTFNCMF
subsequently the research proposal of one ANU student resulted in the addition of a third, exclusively school-age group. This addition immediately demonstrates the way in which the ANU
research-led teaching and learning agenda can benefit the artsACT policy agenda. The 'homes' of
the groups were Mount Rogers Primary School and the ANU School of Music, with participants recruited from these two locations but also from other schools and community members. Where possible, all attendees were encouraged to participate, not just support or supervise the participation
of another participant. Volunteers with previous string playing experience were also encouraged,
as were other instrumentalists. The groups were to meet at their different locations once a week for
ten weeks across Terms 3 and 4 of the 2013 school year.

A culminating event was included, utilising the already-planned MEP 'Big Gig' in November 2013,
but this event was by no means a compulsory part of the project. The groups were under the
supervision of the Artistic Director of the MEP, Susan West, and an experienced string professional
performer and teacher from the Riverina Conservatorium of Music, Lauren Davis. A range of other
interested professionals also became involved, including members of the ANU MEP team, teachers
at various schools as well as other professional and/or semi-professional musicians.

Innovative Design Features of the String Project
Three principal features set this project apart from other instrumental programs and emerge from
the MEP mode. They are:
1. The integration of the individual choices of participants on an on-going basis.
2. The prioritising of ensemble playing over skill development.
3. The inclusivity of its multi-skill-level, intergenerational model.
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Research Component
The research component of the String Project is discussed in detail in subsidiary research papers either already presented or in preparation (see URL http://musicengagementprogram.org/resources/
the-string-project/ ). In brief, some important points to note about the research are:
t *UJOWPMWFESFTFBSDIPGUIFFOUJSFQSPKFDUCZUIFMFBEJOWFTUJHBUPST8FTUBOE
Davis and also research projects by the participating ANU students from
several disciplines, including music, mathematics and history.
t *UJOWPMWFEOVNFSPVTGPSNTPGEBUBDPMMFDUJPOUPQSPWJEFCPUIOVNFSJDBM
findings and the collected opinions of participants.
t "TXJUIBMM.&1BDUJWJUZ UIFSFTFBSDIXBTMFECZJOUIFöFMEQSBDUJDFEFTJHOFE
to modify the design of the project as it unfolded on the basis of input from
participants.
t "MMQBSUJDJQBOUTIBEBOFRVBMWPJDFJOUIJTQSPDFTT SFHBSEMFTTPGBHFPSTLJMM
level.

Participants

A total of 70 individuals volunteered for the project:
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Undergraduate Students
Four students enrolled in the Project via a course at the School of Music called the Creative and Professional Practice Music Project. Two of these students were music majors, one a mathematics major and one a history major. While the group was smaller than ideal, the mix of disciplines proved
to be helpful in developing the project and considering ways in which the larger ANU student body
might become more involved in broad, music-related research. The students' projects were equally
interesting and contributed to community outcomes in a number of ways:
t 0OFNVTJDNBKPSIFMQFEEFWFMPQUIFNVMUJMFWFMBSSBOHFNFOUTGPSUIFHSPVQ
t "OPUIFSNVTJDNBKPSDPMMFDUFEJOGPSNBUJPOPOXIZWPMVOUFFSTXFSFJOWPMWFE
 XJUIBQBSUJDVMBSGPDVTPOGBNJMZHSPVQT
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t 5IFNBUIFNBUJDTNBKPSFYQMPSFEUIFQSPHSFTTPGTPNFPGUIFDIJMESFOGSPN
the point of view of their mathematics level to see if any relationship existed
 CFUXFFONBUIFNBUJDTBDIJFWFNFOUBOENVTJDBDIJFWFNFOU
t 5IFIJTUPSZNBKPSMPPLFEBUUIFTPDJBMOBUVSFPGUIFFOHBHFNFOUXJUIJOUIF
project compared to previous forms of 'scaffolding' in society that helped the
general public actively engage with music, teasing out some ideas that might
help with the continuation of the project in the future.

Emerging Themes
Some of the principal themes that have emerged from the project are summarised in the following
questions with some tentative answers based on the MEP philosophy and practice:

There is much reference from participants to the 'fun' experience through involvement in the ensemble groups. What constitutes 'fun' in this context?
This question was asked in various forms by one of the underWhat constitutes
graduate non-music students on both seeing and hearing
expressions of enjoyment coming from many other participants.
‘fun’ in this context?
Her previous experiences with music education had predisposed
her to find any music making stressful. For her, the question of ‘fun’
related, at least in part, to her own perceptions of her lack of skill and the difficulty of the instrument. For others, the 'fun' simply involved experiencing ensemble playing together, and their
expectations in terms of skill development and instrument difficulty were modified accordingly.
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How does the notion of 'fun' as experienced by participants relate to the more
common theme of 'progress', which many teachers see as a desirable outcome?
The movable meanings of 'fun' for the participants can seem to be in conflict with the aim of many
teachers to see measurable progress in instrumental music learning, which teachers often see as
being critical to enjoyment, particularly 'higher' levels of enjoyment. Within the MEP, 'fun' depends
on the view of each participant and is mediated through the group experience by helping each
person find their own 'fun'. Furthermore, 'fun' is seen as an integral part of the social music making
experience that leads to what might be termed 'higher' results in terms of skill development and
emotional responses.

How does one assess learning within a non-assessment model like the MEP?
This question also relates to the twin concepts of 'fun' and ‘progress’. The facilitators of the String
Project operate within a formative evaluation framework where the enjoyment of each individual is
the most important behaviour since it is considered to be related to the most important goal of the
MEP: encouraging on-going engagement. Co-incidentally, in this project, one of the undergraduate
students contributed research to the issue of assessment within the MEP model through a project
involving comparison with mathematics results.

What actually matters for beginners – posture, technique, musical development,
or fun?
From the participants’ perspective, the answer to this question was variable. One related question
is: should the answer be different for the facilitator? Are there elements of playing, for example, correct posture, that have a long-term influence on other areas that are important for participants, including enjoyment? The answer to this question requires on-going study over a longer time period.

What are the individual goals of each participant and how well are these goals being met in the group?
The challenge in this type of group is to understand and react to individual goals within a group
model. However, this challenge is not one for the principal facilitators only, since the Music Outreach Principle asks all participants to act as facilitators for each other insofar as each person is able.
Some of the ways in which individual goals were met include the following:
t

5IFVOEFSHSBEVBUFTUVEFOU EJTDVTTFEBCPWF GFMU 
frustrated by her lack of skill but was equally
frustrated by the idea that just 'having a go' and
not worrying about skill level would lead her to
improve. A fellow participant with some musical
background (although not on a string instrument)
partnered with the undergraduate student and gave
her specific support that allowed her to progress in a
way that she found comfortable. She was then able
to have some 'fun.'
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The challenge in this type
of group is to understand
and react to individual goals
within a group model.

t

0OFDIJMEJO:FBSXBTBEBNBOUUIBUTIFEJEOPUXBOUUPVTFöOHFSJOHCVUXBTIBQQZKVTU
playing open strings. An open string part was always available for anyone who wanted
it (playing open strings allowed participants to make a full sound without concern about
correct finger placement). Eventually the student of her own accord became interested in
trying parts that involved fingering and progressed accordingly.

t

5IFTBNFDIJMEXBTSFMVDUBOUUPSFBEOPUBUJPO XIJMFPUIFSDIJMESFOBOEBEVMUTXFSFLFFOUP 
do so. A range of different notation models were used to facilitate memory where necessary,
but also to allow individuals to play with whatever type of notation felt most comfortable for
them. This child, who resisted 'progress' in terms of fingering and notational reading, also came
up with a suggestion for simplifying notation for students like her who wanted an interim step
in their reading

t

0OFNPUIFSDBNFXJUIIFSZPVOHEBVHIUFSXIPIBECFFOIBWJOHJOEJWJEVBMWJPMJOMFTTPOT 
This young student helped teach her mother, and other participants, some basics of playing.
Eventually her grandmother attended several sessions and three generations played together.
The mother commented that her daughter loved the sessions because it not only gave her an
opportunity to play with her family members but also allowed her to play in an ensemble,
which was an enjoyable form of music making not available in her other lessons.

t

"UFBDIFSBUUIFQBSUJDJQBUJOHTDIPPM .PVOU3PHFST 
had on her 'bucket list' (of things to do before she
dies) learning the double bass. While initially not
part of the string trial (due to size and cost), a
double bass was procured for her. She wanted to
play at home and also with the group at the ANU
and became not only responsible for, but competent at, transporting the instrument to playing
sessions. She was happy with very simple parts and
provided a strong presence in the ensemble. For
her, developing the technique to 'play a G' (involving fingering) was a highlight.

t

'PSTPNFQBSUJDJQBOUT UIFSFXBTBOJODPNQBUJCJMJUZ
between personal goals and the group. For example, in week 3 of the project two boys involved in
the children-only group came to say that they no
longer wanted to be involved. They were both at
liberty to do so but they were asked to explain their
reasons. The reason given by both was that, much
as they wanted to play something, their preferred
choice was percussion. Percussion was available via
the Instrumental Music Program of the Education
and Training Directorate, but at a cost which was
not possible for these families. One boy said that he
had not been able to audition for the IMP because the family could not afford for both children
to learn instruments and his sister would be missing out. Ironically his sister was also involved
in the String Project, which was free even to the extent of using an instrument without cost if
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necessary, and enjoyed herself very much. The boys showed both enthusiasm and initiative in
trying the instrument that was available. Having the opportunity to try instruments, without
the 'commitment' so often required by adults, is one way of helping students decide what they
do want to play. At the same time, it is unfortunate that this project was not compatible with
these boys' needs.

How many 'experts' are needed for the 'non-experts' to be appropriately
supported?
Some participants thought at least one group – the after-school group at Mount Rogers – was too
large to work efficiently. Issues arose such as the length of time it took to tune instruments, some
families coming from other campuses, and so on. Others were happy with the 'chaos' and many
individuals spent the time waiting for group activity to start by playing individually or with a small
group of other participants. More expertise might have been helpful to speed up activities like tuning, and to assist individuals within the group. On the other hand, the smaller number of experts
is an economic advantage of the model. Over time, as individuals new to the MEP became familiar
with its approach, more 'non-experts' helped in various ways and at various levels to allow more
progress and greater engagement for each other.

What constitutes 'expertise' in
this context?
In line with the previous question, within
the MEP model, musical expertise in
general and string expertise in particular
in this context, are necessary forms of
expertise but not the only expertise that
is considered helpful. There was a range
of ways in which different individuals
helped, some of which have already been
mentioned.
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Is it possible to provide
adequately for those with
higher levels of skill?
String ensembles, in common with
many ensemble groups, are often organised according to both age and skill
level of participants, although there is
little written comment on why ensembles are organised in this way. One
concern for the leaders of the String
Project was that the more skilled players would become bored if they
were not provided with more 'entertainment' in the form of challenging parts. This idea showed
the underlying attitudes that can pervade the field of music, even for those experienced in creating different types of provision. In this project, parts of differing levels of technical difficulty were
explored, but experienced players also played easy open string parts, including some written by
Ralph Vaughan-Williams, with a focus not just on technical difficulty but other aspects of playing.

How does one engage more music students (who might find the approach irrelevant to their advanced performance agenda) and more non-music students (who
might harbour particular beliefs in relation to the music school or with regard to
their own abilities that prevent them considering enrolment).
The biggest challenge to the project was
encouraging undergraduate students to
enrol although it was not clear whether this
challenge related to lack of interest or lack
of 'reach' in terms of advertising. The Music
Engagement Program has traditionally had
an uneasy 'fit' within the School of Music,
given the clash between its inclusive agenda
and the strong tradition of the School as an
elite conservatorium. While this tradition is
changing, it may well be that there is some
distance to travel before music students see
the value of this type of engagement and non-music-students feel enthusiastic about and welcome
to engage as part of their degree program.

How does one limit cost of instruments and administration?
In order to lower costs as far as possible, instruments were hired by the Project and hired on at reduced rates to participants who did not have an instrument. The hire fee for a violin was $20 for the
life of the project (10-12 weeks) but in some cases even this fee was waived. The Project also covered teaching costs so that participants did not have to pay for lessons. This arrangement helped
participants engage but involved intensive administration, particularly when instruments were first
hired and then when they needed to be collected. This factor alone highlights both the simplicity
of singing as a musical vehicle and the reason why the MEP focuses so heavily on singing. At the
same time, the Project allowed for consideration of these issues and has helped develop systems
and ideas whereby the Project may continue with low costs and continuing inclusivity.
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Some Comments from Participants:
“Violin is like the sacred instrument to me so
the second best thing was actually to make
a tune.”
“What a wonderful way to sample something new in a very “informal, OK to make a
mistake, friendly” sort of environment.”
“I love how unstressful the sessions are.
I have a go and feel supported."
"Everything is awesome."
"Playing in a group with other people of the
same experience as me makes me feel most
welcome."
"The music is great & easy to understand.
Playing parts, great to hear music come together."

"Being able to make a reasonable sound (tune/
music) after a few weeks. Fun to perform."

“Never previously interested in playing strings,
but now find it almost ‘addictive’!”
"Social aspect is vital."
*IBWFSFBMMZFOKPZFEUIFTFTTJPOTUPCFBCMFUP
focus on me and my playing, instead of taking
it too seriously like all other music ensembles I
have been in, in the past, has been great!"
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Project Personnel
The Music Engagement Program was funded by and ANU Fellowship awarded to Associate Professor Susan West, with support from the ACT Government’s Community Outreach Grant to the ANU
via artsACT. All personnel were involved in both playing and music facilitation of other participants.
Fellowship-funded personnel:
- Dr Lauren Davis: Riverina Conservatorium, String pedagogy expert, specialist
researcher, music arranger
- Sarah Pettigrove: ANU, Research Assistant, Administrator.
- Andrew Baker: Mitchell Conservatorium Forbes, Ethics Coordinator, Bathurst
Adult String Weekend Director
- Lillian Smyth: ANU Medical School, Evaluation
MEP-funded personnel:
- Associate Professor Susan West: ANU Fellow, Lead Investigator
- Georgia Pike: Convener MEP
- Nicole Mengel: Schools Coordinator MEP, ETD Liaison and Advisor
- Brooke Hendry: Administrator
Special thanks to Andrew Pike OAM from Ronin Films for filming the project free of charge.
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MEP EVALUATION- COMMUNITY SESSION
PARTICIPANTS
TIME 1
An initial evaluation survey was conducted Friday the 6th of September to gauge how participants were experiencing the Music
Engagement Program String Project.
We received 49 responses, across the 3 string groups: 9 from group 1, 23 from group 2 and 17 from group 3. Participants were
asked some basic demographic questions, as well as four items that rated their experience and two free-response items where
they could provide feedback.
Questions were as below:
Please read each statement carefully and respond by circling the appropriate number from the scale below to indicate your view.
Strongly Disagree

Neutral

Strongly Agree

<SD
1. I am enjoying the MEP sessions
2. I am finding the MEP sessions difficult
3. I think the content of these sessions is at an appropriate level to include everyone
4. I like the way the sessions are conducted

-

-

N

-

-

SA>

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Please outline below which aspects of the program have been the most fun. In thinking about these aspects, please describe what
distinguishes them from the other aspects- why were they the best?

Please outline below which aspects of the program you haven’t  enjoyed. In thinking about these aspects, please describe how we
could improve?
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TIME 2
A follow-up evaluation was conducted on the 18th (for those not participating in the concert) and 25th (for those who were) of
October.
We received 37 responses, across the 3 string groups: 9 from group 1, 12 from group 2 and 16 from group 3. Participants were
asked some basic demographic questions, as well as four items that rated their experience of the MEP sessions, three items
about their intentions to continue, four items about their experience of the concert and two free-response items where they
could provide feedback. Adult respondents were also asked to provide feedback on possible costing regimes.
Questions were as below:

<SD
1. I have enjoyed the MEP sessions
2. I found the MEP sessions difficult
3. I think the content of the sessions was at an appropriate level to include everyone
4. I liked the way the sessions were conducted

-

-

N

-

-

SA>

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

5. I would be interested in continuing in the project, if possible

1

6. If the project were to end, I would keep playing a string instrument on my own

1

7. I am interested in playing other instruments as well

1

….which  instrument  (s)?  ______________________________________________________________________

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

The string group would have been more enjoyable for me WITHOUT the pressure of
working toward a performance.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

3.

I learned something from the concert process that I might not otherwise have
learned.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

4.

Participating in the concert changed the way I thought about what I've learned from
the String Project.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1.

The concert experience enhanced my overall experience of the string group.

2.

Please outline below which aspects of the program have been the most fun and why they were the best.

Please outline below which aspects of the program you haven’t  enjoyed. In thinking about these aspects, please describe how we
could improve?
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FOR ADULTS ONLY:
In the event that maintaining this program necessitated a cost for participants, please indicate below:
8. What would you consider a reasonable cost to ask of participants?

____________________

9. From your own personal perspective, what cost would you consider a cost you could
manage to continue involvement

___________________

10. Any further comments on costing (e.g. why your answer to the above questions may differ, whether you foresee
any issues in including a cost etc.)?
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WHO WERE THE RESPONDENTS?
At time 1, survey respondents were predominantly female. 63% overall were female and this pattern was the same across all 3
groups.

Gender- Time 1
100%
90%
80%
70%

73%

67%

70%

65%

60%
Female

50%

Male

40%
30%
20%

43%

33%

30%

Overall

Grp 1

Grp 2

35%

10%
0%
Grp 3

At time 2, this pattern was repeated, with approximately 70% of respondents identifying themselves as female.

Gender- Time 2
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%

67%

70%

63%

89%

Female

50%

Male

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Overall

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3
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Respondents were from a predominantly English-speaking background. At Time 1, only 10% of respondents reported a nonEnglish speaking background (NESB). This pattern holds across group. Group 1, in fact, had no NESB respondents.

Language background
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%

71%
90%

50%

100%

87%

ESB
NESB

40%
30%
20%
10%

18%
10%

0%
Overall

0%
Grp 1

9%
Grp 2

Grp 3

At time 2, English was still the predominant native language, with those from a NESB being in the minority across all groups
(~15%).

Language background
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%

84%

78%

83%

88%
ESB

50%

NESB

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Overall

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3
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Age was unevenly distributed by group. At Time 1, the overall average age was about 22, but survey respondents from group 3
were, on average, significantly older than that (at 34.7) and in group 1 were significantly younger (approx 11 years old).

Mean age by group
40.00
34.68

35.00
30.00
25.00

21.77

20.00

16.52

15.00

10.78

10.00
5.00
0.00
Overall

Grp 1

Grp 2

Grp 3

At Time 2, the group mean ages were roughly the same, with Group 3 reporting the highest ages and group 1 the lowest.

Mean age
35.00

32.27

30.00
25.00

22.44

20.00
14.83

15.00

11.25

10.00
5.00
0.00
Overall

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Taken together, these demographics indicate that we have comparable respondents at Time 1 and 2, if not necessarily exactly
the same respondents. Respondents were not tracked across time individually (owing to the difficulty of unique code generation
for children) and survey responses were deliberately anonymous. The similarity in demographic composition in the time 1 and 2
datasets, however, indicates that it is suitable to compare group means across time.
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OVERALL RATINGS
Responses to the four rating questions, means overall, and by group are compared across time.

ENJOYMENT OF SESSIONS
The first item, "I am enjoying the MEP sessions"/ "I have enjoyed the MEP sessions", was fairly highly rated at time 1. The overall
average was 6.31 and all groups scored more than 5 (the "agree" point on the 7-point scale). At time 2, the overall average had
decreased slightly (6.14), but the difference was not statistically significant. Over time, there was little change in this item. The
one exception is that for group 1, there was an increase in enjoyment and group 2 reported a decrease. The non-overlapping
error bars suggest that these effects are not due to chance.

"I am enjoying the MEP sessions"
7.00
6.00
5.00
Time 1

4.00

Time 2
3.00
2.00
1.00
Overall

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

DIFFICULTY
Difficulty ratings generally increased over time. The overall sample, as well as the members of Groups 2 and 3, reported that
they found the sessions more difficult at time 2 than time 1. Group 1, however, reported a lower level of difficulty. Group 1 had
reported the highest level of difficulty at time 1 and the lower level of enjoyment, so it is possible that their feedback was
addressed and their experience of the sessions had improved by time 2.

7.00

"I am finding the MEP sessions difficult"

6.00
5.00
4.00
Time 1
3.00

Time 2

2.00
1.00
Overall

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3
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CONTENT LEVEL
Participants generally agreed that the content was at an appropriate level to include everyone. All mean responses, across all
groups at both times were above the agree point (5) on the 7-point scale. There was no real change across time in responses. In
group 1, however, there was an increase in agreement that content is at an appropriate level, which possibly reflects the greater
level of enjoyment and lower level of difficulty this group reported at time 2.

"I think the content is at an appropriate level"
7.00
6.00
5.00
Time 1

4.00

Time 2
3.00
2.00
1.00

Overall

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

THE WAY THE SESSIONS ARE CONDUCTED
At time 1, Group 1 rated the way the sessions were conducted more lowly than the other groups. At time 2, all three groups
were rating this question very highly. The means were all approximately 6 (on a 7-point scale), indicating that, participants were
happy with the way the sessions are run. In fact, only 3 respondents disagreed with the statement "I like the way the sessions
are conducted".

"I like the way the sessions are conducted"
7.00
6.00

5.00
Time 1

4.00

Time 2
3.00
2.00
1.00

Overall

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3
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INTENTION TO CONTINUE
Participants were then asked if they would like to continue in the program, and if they would continue to play, in the event that
the program were to cease.

IN THE PROGRAM
The mean response, across all groups and overall, was that participants moderately strongly agreed (~6 on a 7-point scale) that
they would like to continue in the program.

Would you like to continue in the program?
7.00
6.11

6.40

6.38

6.00

5.50

5.00
4.00
3.00
2.00
1.00
Overall

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

The scale was then dichotomized, so that the "agree" end of the scale (5-7) was recorded as a "yes" and the disagree end (1-3) a
"no". Participants who responded at the centre point (4), were coded as "unsure. An overwhelming majority of participants
(83%) indicated they would like to continue in the program.

Would you like to continue in
the program?
No
6%

Unsure
11%

Yes
83%
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WITHOUT THE PROGRAM
Responses regarding continuing to play the instrument, in the absence of the MEP sessions, was less strongly in agreement.
Scores hovered around the agree (5) score. Several participants commented in the margin of the questionnaire that they
couldn't continue to play without the MEP, as they didn't have access to an instrument.

Would you continue playing if the program ended?
7.00
6.00
5.34

5.50

Overall

Group 1

5.30

5.19

Group 2

Group 3

5.00
4.00

3.00
2.00
1.00

Scores were again dichotomized and the majority of participants (66%) indicated they would continue playing. The remaining
34% were evenly divided between being unable to continue and unsure.

Would you continue playing
if the program ended?

Unsure
17%

No
17%
Yes
66%
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OTHER INSTRUMENTS
Participants were also asked if they would be interested in playing other instruments (other than strings). Most participants
(91%) indicated that they would be interested in playing instruments other than strings. The majority (56%) STRONGLY agreed
that they were interested.

I am interested in playing other instruments as
well
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

56%

25%
11%
3%
1

0%

3%

3%

2

3

4

5

Not at all

6

7

Very much so

This was then followed by a free-response, in which participants could indicate which instruments were of particular interest to
them. Piano, Flute, Saxophone and Clarinet made up the majority of responses, but a wide variety of possible instruments were
suggested.
Harmonica
2%
Basoon
2%
Violin
2%
Double bass
4%

Trombone
Strings Wind
2%
2%
2%

which instrument (s)?

Piano
24%

Trumpet
4%
Guitar
4%
Cello
7%

Flute
13%

Recorder
7%
Drums
7%

Clarinet
9%

Saxophone
9%
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CONCERT
Participants who performed in the concert were asked about their experience. 62% of respondents overall had performed in the
concert. All of group 1, the majority of group 2 respondents and almost half of group 3 respondents had performed.

Participated in concert
100%
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%

62%

58%

50%

40%

44%

30%
20%
10%
0%
Overall

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Those who had performed where then asked: whether they felt the concert had enhanced their MEP experience, whether they
would have preferred not to have the pressure of a concert, whether they had learned anything extra from the concert, and
whether the concert experience had changed the way they thought about what they'd learned from the MEP. Response
distributions are presented below. The area under the curve indicates the proportion of respondents who gave that response.
Questions 1, 3 and 4 were all skewed toward the "agree" end of the scale and questions 2 was skewed toward the "disagree"
end.
The majority of respondents (52%) strongly agreed that the concert had enhanced their MEP experience. Only 4% disagreed.
100%

Concert enhanced MEP experience

80%
52%

60%
40%

20%
0%
1

2
Disagree

3

4

5

6

7

Agree
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48% of respondents (nearly half) STRONGLY disagreed that the MEP experience would have been better without the concert
experience. Only 6 respondents would have preferred to not have the concert.
100%

Would have been better without the
pressure of the concert

80%

60%
48%
40%
20%
0%
1

2
Disagree

3

4

5

6
Agree

7

Participants were slightly less sure they had learned anything from the concert. Nearly half (43%) strongly agreed , but there was
also a healthy 17% who slightly disagreed.
100%

Learned something unique from concert

80%
60%
43%
40%
17%

20%
0%

1

2
Disagree

3

4

5

6

7

Agree

Responses to the item "Participating in the concert changed the way I thought about what I've learned from the String Project."
were quite variable. The modal response was the agree (5), but the distribution is spread in both directions. It is possible that
participants didn't fully understand this item.
100%

Changed the way student thought about
learning

80%
60%

35%

40%
20%
0%
1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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COST
Adult participants were asked about their perceptions of the issues surrounding costing the project. They were asked, first, what
they thought participation should cost. Secondly, they were asked what they, personally, could afford to contribute for their
continued participation. Finally, they were asked for any comments on costing the program.
In response to what the project should cost, responses were varied. The most popular answers were in the $30-$50 (per term)
range, or "No Idea ". The distribution of responses is as below.

"What should it cost?"
18%

17%

17%

17%

17%

16%
14%
12%

11%

11%

11%

$50-100

$100+

10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%
<$30

$30

$40

$50

"No idea"

What participants felt they could afford, was somewhat lower, in the $30 (per term) range.

"What could you afford to pay?"
30%
25%

25%

25%
20%
17%

17%

17%

15%
10%
5%
0%
0%
<$30

$30

$40

$50

$50-100

$100+
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Participants were also asked for any comments, some of which shed light on the differences between the perceived value and
the achievable price range:


"Charging only for the hire of the instruments was very generous!"



"Seems only  fair  to  pay,  but  couldn’t'  continue  if  it  was  too  much."



"Provision of own instrument should decrease cost."



"I live below the poverty line (pension) & it's just not in the budget. I really don't know how to cost it. "



"Or a pay-as-you-go structure."



"Value is great, reward is great."



"Including instrument hire. Discount for more than 1 family member, to encourage groups."



"Depends on the number of people."

Taken together, these findings indicate that, while most participants can understand why there would need to be a cost, they
can contribute less than they think the course is worth (about $30 a term) and would prefer a structure where family groups,
students, pensioners and those who have their own instruments would receive a discount.
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FREE RESPONSE FEEDBACK- TIME 1
At time 1, participants were also asked whish aspect they'd most enjoyed and which aspect they hadn't. Responses were
overwhelmingly positive, with the most common response to the "thing to improve" question being "Nothing!"

GROUP 1
Things they most enjoyed:


"Copy cat."



"Learning the strings and songs."



"Playing!"



"Learning songs."



"Learning an instrument for the first time. The game copy cat is fun."



"Copy cat is the best!"

Things that could be improved:


"Learning to read music."



"Nothing!"



"You could give us music on sheets and we could learn more pieces that are hard."



"More interesting songs. Not singing as much. Spending less time on each song. Music sheets."

GROUP 2
Things they most enjoyed:


"I love how unstressful the sessions are. I have a go and feel supported."



"Learning as a group."



"Playing a violin! I've never learnt another instrument than piano and I really enjoy playing it, even though I'm not very
good."



"I like violin group a lot."



"The first time when everyone was mucking around and we got our violins, violas or cellos."



"People playing different parts to include people."



"Playing new songs. I like having variation & being challenged."



"Everything is awesome."



"Playing songs together."



"Playing all of the songs."
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"Imitating other people's tunes (going around the circle)."



"Everybody gets a go."

2013

Things that could be improved:


"If we had more time."



"Can't think of anything."



"It's a bit short on time. We usually only play 1 song."



"A bit chaotic- group is large."



"Group is very large."



"We haven't be able to get to the beginning of the lessons so soon after school (driving from Dickson)."



"Nothing."



"I have enjoyed everything!"



"I don't really like the copycat game."



"I wish I had more time at the lessons."

GROUP 3
Things they most enjoyed:


"Playing in a group with other people of the same experience as me makes me feel most welcome."



"Opportunity to play parts in a large group is fantastic. Rounds & harmonies are great."



"Music, because it is fun."



"Playing with the little kiddies! They're so cute. And i get to expand my own musical and teaching knowledge."



"The music is great & easy to understand. Playing parts, great to hear music come together."



"Playing with other people and the piano accompaniment. Being with encouraging people when you are making a
racket!"



"I enjoy helping and sharing my experience with others."



"I like how we are trying lots of songs because it's nice trying lots of things."



"Playing music! Making sounds that sound like something!"



"Playing in a group by playing simple. Open strings- still feel creative and capable despite being "bottom" of the class."



"Really fun and it's really good that there is not much structure."



"Relaxed atmosphere and gradual low-stress progress."
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"More fun now that we separated the room out, can ask people, although still hard to work out where I fit."



"Not caring if not keeping up with the rhythm."



"Discovering  that  you  can  do  things  you  thought  you  couldn’t. Feel supported."

2013

Things that could be improved:


"Walking around while playing is very hard because of multitasking. I would like less walking while playing."



"The room is too small."



"Nothing ."



"Nothing ."



"The loudness of the chaos."



"Not confident with holding the instrument. Just want to know correct holding position to make it wasier to play."



"Maybe a bigger room."



"I hate going home at the end ."



"Maybe having more woodwind stuff."



"1) Start the lessons by repeating what was practiced the previous lesson. 2) Don't give people too many choices- just
propose the way/ action. Thank you for making this possible."



"Even with simple changes from open strings to open strings (of DD AA AA DD)- can't hear when to change notes. Would
have preferred you to yell out "DD"  "AA"….  Thank  you. Awesome fun ."



"The group is really big; it's a bit hard to deal with the noise when we are waiting for instruction."



"Too short!"



"Nothing."



"When it goes to fast I can't work out where to play."



"Not being able to see the finger motion in slow motion first."
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FREE RESPONSE, TIME 2
Participants were also asked at Time 2 whish aspect they'd most enjoyed and which aspect they hadn't. Responses were
overwhelmingly positive.

THINGS PARTICIPANTS MOST ENJOYED:

THE CONCERT


"The concert because it was fun playing in front of each other."



"The concert."



"I like the concert because of my excitement."



"Concert- I got to see my friends and they know how much I have been practicing."



"The concert. Looking at my classmates on stage."



"Going to the loud and proud concert. Learning for the first time."

THE GROUP SETTING


"It was nice to see people of all age groups learning/ playing together."



"How everyone was included at different levels."



"Social aspect is vital."



"Good humour of teachers & group."



"Being a small part of a big sound."



"Playing with other people- being supported, encouraged."



"Hearing what's possible for oneself, as well as others."



"Different aged people learning together."



"Could be helped by & help each other. All felt good. "



"Playing as a group."



"Playing the violin with group."



"Good to make music with lots of people. There are no other opportunities for group playing."



"I enjoyed teaching the adults."



"Being able to play with other people, getting lost and finding my way back in, the enthusiasm of the teachers."



"Watching and helping people learn and improve."
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PACE


"Getting  new  pieces  but  not  working  on  them  for  long,  so  it  doesn’t  get  boring.  Exploring  the strings."



"Quick moving, relaxed."



"Being able to make a reasonable sound (tune/ music) after a few weeks. Fun to perform."



"Pace was good."



"Didn't get bored. Was fun. "



"I liked how we played new sheets. It was fun."

LACK OF PRESSURE


"All of it because we learnt fast and they did not pressure us to do it."



"Could challenge myself as much as I wanted. No pressure."



"The ability to learn an instrument without the pressure of getting it right."

PLAYING & SINGING


"Learning how to play the instrument."



"Playing & singing along."



"When we learnt how to play it."



"Playing the violin was the most fun."



"Violin is a great instrument and I love playing it and having it played."



"Learning a different kind of instrument (other than woodwind)."



"Singing."



"The types of songs we played."



"I have really enjoyed the sessions; to be able to focus on me and my playing, instead of taking it too seriously like all
other music ensembles I have been in, in the past, has been great!"



"Playing harmonies."



"Building up numerous parts."



"I like it that I knew some of the songs."
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THING PARTICIPANTS FELT NEEDED TO IMPROVE:
22% of respondents thought that there was "Nothing (enjoyed everything!)" to be improved about the program.
Others suggested:

MORE TIME:


"Have more or longer sessions."



"Not enough! More sessions. 90 mins (instead of 60)."



"Too short :-( "

DEALING WITH OVERCROWDING:


"Bit more room to move & more music stands."



"Room was a little crowded. More harmony work and a bit less for "odyssey"."



"Sometime being cramped (not enough space). Not having music stand for practice."

THE WAY THINGS ARE T AUGHT:


"More information on finger placement & holding the bow & other technical stuff (you may have covered this earlier- I
missed the beginning). A longer time length or more content in the allotted time. A complete running order for the
concert."



"Need to understand music timing & sheet music."



"Doing so much singing. I think it is much more important playing, not singing. Getting to do the tunes of the songs
(good thing), playing other bits gets boring and not interesting. Not knowing where the notes are, we need to know so
we can read off music."

ADMINISTRATION ISSUES:


"We could have done harder pieces and been given more pieces."



"Lack of structure."



"Talking-do not talk as much."



"Talking less & showing more of the violin."



"Not everyone got taught."



"Organisation of sheet music."



"Maybe a few more instruments."



"I had trouble attending all of the sessions so was lost by the end. Possibly knowing all dates (i.e. Holidays) from the
start would have helped?"
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